NOBEL AND THE PEACE MOVEMENT
of the Turkish diplomat. " In your last letter," she wrote, " you
sent me your Turkish friend's opinion in which he doubted the
practicability of arbitration courts. These doubts are quite
familiar to us * professionals' of the peace league, and they are
answered in the memoranda dealing with the subject/' But in
spite of the pamphlets which she sent him she failed to convert
Nobel to the belief in the possibility of disarmament. He adhered
to his opinion that the most effective way of avoiding war was by
means of joint military action against any action that broke the
peace, and in January, 1893, he wrote a letter to Bertha von Suttner
which is certainly remarkable :
" I should like to allot part of my fortune to the formation of a
prize fund to be distributed in every period of five years (we may
say six times, for if we have failed at the end of thirty years in
reforming the present system we shall inevitably revert to bar-
barism). This prize would be awarded to the man or the woman
who had done most to advance the idea of general peace in Europe.
I do not refer to disarmament which can be achieved only by very
slow degrees. I do not even necessarily refer to compulsory
arbitration between the nations ; but what I have in view is that
we should soon achieve the result—undoubtedly a practical one—
that all states should bind themselves absolutely to take action
against the first aggressor. Wars will then become impossible,
and we should succeed in compelling even the most quarrelsome
state either to have recourse to a tribunal, or to remain quiet. If
the Triple Alliance instead of comprising three states were to
secure the adherence of all, secular peace would be ensured for the
world/'
" Je voudrais disposer d'une partie de ma fortune pour en faire
un prix i distribuer tous les cinq ans (mettons six fois, car si dans
trente ans on n'a pas r€ussi £ r6former le syst&me actuel, On retom-
bera fatalement dans la barbarie). Ce prix serait dScernS i cehu
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